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Full Court Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A work at once finely tuned, vast, and surprising, Joel Allegretti s
TheBody in Equiposeis, indeed, the human being squaring the circle, with its nervous system. . .a
radio tuned to the soundtrack of life. Or perhaps this more accurately describes Allegretti himself,
who in deft and subtle strokes has created a poetics from the bones and beams of centuries of
architectural history (not to mention modern art) that is somehow both erudite and enduring, light
and air filled-much like its inspiration. Further evidence of the highly original, remarkable work
coming out of our small presses today. -Lynne DeSilva-Johnson, Managing Editor, The Operating
System Joel Allegretti tells us, I am a creature of rooms. Each of his stanzas is cantilevered above
corridors of memory. The ghosts of Mies van der Rohe, Eero Saarinen, Antoni Gaudi, and Frank
Gehry create dwelling[s] in the shape of the shapeless. This architect of words voices selves, with
linguistic sinew, with etymological marrow. The poet avers, Under the wing of a great architecture /
marble recovers its identity. His personae chart peregrinations from the known...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Jakubowski-- Melody Jakubowski

A top quality ebook and also the font employed was interesting to read. This is for those who statte there was not a worth studying. Your life span will
probably be enhance when you total looking at this ebook.
-- Billy Christiansen-- Billy Christiansen
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